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Crammed with ideas for creative cakes, 50 Easy Party Cakes features a stunning range of colorful

designs.If you are planning a party, and are pushed for time, then look no further! This collection of

striking yet simple cake designs is guaranteed to provide an easy solution to the problem of creating

the perfect cake for any birthday party or celebration. Debbie Brown combines her exceptional flair

for color and design with her unique fondant modeling skills to simplify her eye-catching cake

designs, some of which you may have never dreamed you could achieve.This cake cookbook is

filled with cakes which will appeal to children of all ages. Instantly lovable animal cakes include a

Friendly Frog, Sporty Spider and Noah's Ark, while the Fairy Toadstool, Dotty Dragon and Alien

Spaceship are among a number of fantasy ideas. Sports fans will enjoy the Soccer Player and

Formula 1 Car. Keep older children entertained with the Glitter Bag and Make-up, meanwhile

younger children will adore the Playful Kitten on a Ball of Wool and the Cute Yellow Chick.Ideal for

beginners and experienced cake makers alike, each easy-to-follow cake recipe is clearly illustrated

with step-by-step photographs and a full-page color picture to guarantee success every time.Party

cake recipes include:Formula 1 CarPlayful KittenFarm TractorLittle Bo PeepSkull &

CrossbonesDream CastleAlien SpaceshipCute Chick
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"Each cake recipe is explained very clearly in her step by step instructions accompanied with colour

photos. I really enjoy using this book as it comes with so many ideas for me to try out!" â€”ET

Speaks from Home blog



Debbie Brown is an accomplished cake decorator, author, and teacher who has written several

successful cake decorating books, including Enchanted Cakes for Children, Debbie Brown's

Magical Cakes, and Cartoon Cakes.

When I ordered this book, I figured it had the same cakes that are shown in other cake decorating

books, with very minimal instructions. It was on my doorstep two days after ordering. I was so

surprised when I looked through this book! Each cake has very descriptive instructions and a list of

needed ingredients and supplies needed to construct the cake. Definitely a book that could be used

by beginners! I will be using this book for many years to come.

I enjoy Debbie Brown's cakes and looked forward to obtaining this one. It has a lot of whimsical

cakes but I was a little disappointed. Most of the cakes are for very young children and I had hoped

for more cakes that could be used for any age. That said, the cakes in this book are a bit easier than

in some of her other books. Anyone with a little knowledge of fondant should be able to easily make

them. They are all in fondant so if you do not like to work with it I would not recommend this book.

As usual, the instructions are generally clear and with sufficient pictures. Although I was

disappointed, it was solely because of the age factor. It is an excellent book and, if you are looking

for a lot of great ideas for cakes for young children, I would highly recommend it. The star off is

solely for not making it clearer that it is a book for young children.

Bought this as a gift for my teen daughter, a budding and talented cake decorator. The gift worked

out well for me too as I was the recipient of some baked goods she had gotten ideas for from the

book!

I ordered this book knowing that it was all about fondant, which is the medium I prefer. I also

ordered it knowing that most (though I would argue not all) of the cake ideas are geared toward

kids. If you are looking for inspiring ideas to dazzle a crowd at a kid's birthday party, this is a good

idea book. Some of the designs are really over-the-top and probably more for the advanced

decorator, but several are doable at the intermediate level. I would consider myself intermediate and

aspiring to stretch my skills, so I think this was a good purchase. Little Bow Peep, Shopping, a

clown, a babydoll in a stroller, a make-up themed cake, and dog with a bone are a few of the ideas

that seem like winners to me. I also think that even if I don't use the exact ideas, I will pick up on a



few new techniques that will come in handy for fondant cakes. If you are looking for "easy" and

quick cakes, this is not what you are looking for. Also, if you are creative enough to come up with

your own designs, you probably don't need this book. But, if you are like me and prefer to see a

design and then attempt it, this is a good buy. I only gave it four star because some of the designs

are a bit random (e.g. Noah's ark, dolphins, and an owl) or predictable (e.g. a flower cake).

The cakes in this book are a great introduction to carving 3D cakes and covering/decorating the 3D

shapes in fondant. All the cakes are super cute, easy to reproduce, and not overly time-consuming

to complete. I have made many for the cakes in this book just to help develop my skills in 3D

carving and covering non-standard shapes in fondant.This is a great book if you want to practice

your fondant skills, and as a bonus to improving your skills you get a super cute cake to share.

I had never baked a cake shaped like anything before, but I gave the dinosaur cake a try. It turned

out to be quite impressive! If I can impress my brother-in-law with my baking, then that's saying

something. It was really easy, too! The cake recipe that I used in the book turned out very dry,

though. The second time I baked a cake shaped like a toolbox using the plans for the jewelry box in

the book, I used a pound cake recipe from another cookbook, and it turned out much, much better.

So I would use this book for decorating ideas and strategies but not for the cake recipes.

Really enjoyed looking through this book and it was in EXCELLENT condition! Could also be done

with figure piping and regular frosting with many of them. My grandchildren will really enjoy these.

They would also enjoy working with the sugar clay too! Fun memories and something to enjoy thru

their lives. (My own children - sons and daughters - even make cakes for their offspring now. The

boys enjoy the amazement in peoples faces when they see them - and they are all boy.

Great colors and explanations. Got it for someone who does cakes like this as a small business and

it is full of ideas and easy to follow instructions.
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